The purpose of this study is to explain the experimentally observed variations in cutting parameters during the machining of single-crystal materials. Fundamental relationships between crystal plasticity and machining are developed. The workpiece anisotropy stem from crystallographic differences are explained with a rateinsensitive Taylor plasticity model. A brief discussion of the applicability of Schmid-based models to machining processes is also presented. The periodic variations with changing crystal orientations observed in experimental studies are explained with the results of the proposed model for machining. The friction between the rake face of the tool and the material is introduced to the existing model. The applicability of concepts like Texture Softening Factor and Effective Taylor Factor in previous works are discussed. The specific energy of cutting is related to Taylor factor for better understanding of crystallographic effects.
Introduction
It is important to know how good the quality of a product will be prior to machining. In other words, under which cutting conditions and along which direction in the workpiece, how the quality of the machined product will be. Some experimental measures like cutting force, specific energy, chip morphology and shear angle can be used as a reference to give a of wealth information about the machined product. With recent developments in cuttingtool technology, tools having sizes smaller than grain size have now become available, highlighting the importance of single-crystal machining. The demand for a model explaining crystal-to-crystal differences as well as differences of machining single crystals along different crystallographic directions has arisen. Numerous studies on both single and polycrystal metals have elucidated the quality of machining being effected by the crystal orientation of the workpiece at small scales. Understanding the difference in cutting different orientations in the crystals has been a fundamental issue even for orthogonal planing, which is the simplest deformation case. However, just a few modeling efforts exist in literature that relate crystal orientation to machining performance. There has not yet been an explanation of the very low shear angles observed when machining single crystals against the Merchant minimum energy principle.
Orthogonal planning is the simplest machining operation and it could be easily extended to the other conventional machining processes like milling and drilling. It is a plane strain deformation where the width of cut is significantly large when compared to the depth of cut. The deformation is of simple shear type in which the amount of strain increases with decreasing rake angle (Eq. 1).
shear angle () (Eq. 2) in which α is the rake angle and β is the tangent of the friction coefficient between the rake face of the tool and the chip. It could be easily seen that friction has a lowering effect on shear angle. This relationship ignores the dependency of both friction angle and resultant force on shear angle and it always gives shear angles close to 45°, which does not explain the very low shear angles observed. On the other hand, the shear plane solutions assume flow stress being constant which rules out the effects of strain-rate depend on cutting speed [2] . However, the yield behavior during machining slightly depends on the rate of deformation. As the strain and/or strain rate increases, the cutting resistance also increases since the shear zone gets smaller and deformation becomes restricted to a smaller region [3] .
Crystallographic differences have been found during deforming crystalline solids based on experimental observations on tensile deformation of single crystals [4, 7] . The deformation in single crystals is along closed-pack directions in closed-pack planes. FCC metals have 12 possible slip systems composed of three directions on four distinct planes. Figure 1 shows a crystal with 12 closed-pack directions, cutting direction (CD) aligned with the [010] direction, and the cutting plane (CP) being in (100) plane. Simple shear deformation on the shear plane (SP) is shown with the movement of material from position ABCD to (ABCD)'. The examples in the literature for planing operation use the transverse direction (TD) being as fixed at certain angles while the crystal being machined.
There have been numerous studies done on micromachining investigating crystallographic effects on single crystals. Black and Cohen [8, 9] carried out ultra-micro-tomy tests on single-crystal copper and aluminum for measuring forces and shear angles. An important experimental observation is the shear angle and cutting forces changing with a four-fold symmetry for TD being in the [001] direction. Ueda performed experiments on two-phase single-crystal material, β-brass, and investigated the chip morphology for each orientation [13] and observed two different types of chips; fractured and lamellar. The specific energy of for machining has changed as the workpiece orientation varied. The forces observed fluctuate more with fracture in chips and forces become smoother as the chips are formed in more regular, lamellar form. Facing experiments on single-crystal CaF by Yan have illustrated [14] the periodical variations in the quality of machined surface with changing crystal orientation over the cross section of the material. Koenig and Spenrath obtained poor surface quality when machining single-crystal copper in the [100] direction but better surface quality for the [110] direction and with less force variation [10] . Williams and Horne found the shear stress to be 40% lower in the machining workpiece having the (111) plane as the cutting plane than having the [111] direction as the cutting direction [11] . According to these studies, the quality of the product is strongly dependent upon the crystallographic orientation of the material.
Sato [12] has carried out two sets of experiments on aluminum: one of which has CD and CP both lying in the (001) plane with varying set of angles (β) about the [001] direction, and the other orientation is for the (110) plane. The Schmid-based model is applied to describe the fluctuation of forces. The model uses the measured resultant forces as inputs and resolves to 12 slip systems. The thrust and cutting forces are resolved into slip systems. The amount of slip on each slip system is assumed to be proportional to the amount of resolved shear stress on that slip system, contrary to the Schmid theory. 1 SEM images have shown that three types of deformation zones exist in the shear plane and in each zone different slip systems are active. This suggests the necessity of a model taking into account crystal rotation during deformation. During the machining of cold-rolled aluminum in various angles to its rolling direction, differences in shear angles are observed. The Taylor plasticity model has been applied to the machining of single crystals by Lee, Zhou, and Ngoi, considering multiple slip for single crystals [15, 23] . Forces Fig. 1 Machining a FCC material with shown crystal orientation 1 The active slip systems are the ones that exceed the critical value of shear stress when the applied stress is resolved to the 12 slip systems according to Schmid. are calculated through estimated shear angle and assuming shear plane solution. The Taylor factor variation for turning a single-crystal workpiece about a crystallographic direction is estimated and compared to experimental results. Due to the ambiguity in finding a minimum work solution to find a shear angle, the texture softening factor (TSF) concept is introduced to minimize the work done on the crystal. The model of Arcona and Dow is similar to Lee's work, which is also based on the perfectly plastic material model but includes the effects of material elasticity [26] .
The edge radius of the tool has an increasing effect on surface quality, subsurface damage, and the specific energy of a cut as the depth of cut gets smaller [27] . Lucca developed a sliding indentation model and estimated the subsurface damage for aluminum to be 0.31-0.81μm for depth of cuts of 0.1-1μm, respectively, which are very close to the X-ray results [28] . Moriwaki and Okuda [25] observed that below 0.2μm depth of cut, rubbing and burnishing become more dominant than shear and no crystallographic effects are observed during machining polycrystal copper.
MD simulations provide some understanding for chipformation mechanics at small scales and crystallographic effects. The chip formation, surface quality, subsurface damage, and side spread are observed to be very much dependent upon crystal orientation [32, 33] . When the [110] direction is in the shear plane, the deformation is observed to be more restricted to shear plane and the surface quality is better when compared to the other orientations.
In this paper, a Taylor-based rate-insensitive crystal plasticity model is proposed for better understanding the crystallographic effects when machining single-crystal materials also considering friction tool and the workpiece. Edge radius and initial dislocation content of the raw material, depending on its strain history, limit the observation of crystallographic effects during machining. If these effects are minimized by the use of a sharp diamond tool and well-annealed workpiece, then a constitutive crystal plasticity model would be effective in estimating the specific energy and shear angle for a given workpiece orientation for orthogonal machining. In the proposed model, one can assign different critical resolved shear stresses(τ cr ) to different slip systems. For the simplicity of analysis, a value of τ cr is assumed for each slip system. Hence, the proposed model is more suitable for materials having a low latent hardening coefficient like for aluminum, where τ cr does not change significantly from one slip system to another unless there is texture in the material.
The machining model could be applied to two main orthogonal cutting operations, planing and turning. In addition, the Taylor factor variation for orthogonal machining is shown for various crystal orientations in Euler space. The frictionless cases are compared to the result of a case with a coefficient of friction of 0.3 between the tool and workpiece.
Modeling
In this paper, Taylor-based crystal plasticity code in MatLab is written for the machining operations. The results of Taylor's model were checked with the Bishop-Hill(BH) work maximization principle. The Schmid model and its applicability to machining process is also discussed in the following section.
Schmid-based models
In previous studies, Schmid-based models were applied to find the shear angle by using measured thrust and cutting forces and resolving them into slip systems. There are two major drawbacks of these models. One is during finding the shear angle; Sato assumed the amount of slip proportional to the amount of τ RSS , which is not in agreement with Schmid theory. 2 Second, assuming the material simply under a principal stress state is an even rougher assumption than the shear plane assumption, where machining is described with a shear stress and a normal stress at the shear plane (Eq. 3). This is simply because when the stress state at the shear plane is transformed to sample frame, the resulting state would not necessarily be a principal stress state having no shear stress components. A sample stress state at the shear plane:
A method that can be used to find the shear angle using the Schmid model is described as follows. The model needs shear and normal stresses at the shear plane that can be experimentally determined from forces and the shear angle. In addition, the model needs a priori knowledge of τ cr , since the known stress state at the shear plane for a given crystal orientation makes the Schmid model applicable. The shear angle for a crystal orientation then can be found in seven steps: i. Assume a shear angle between 1 and 88°; ii. Transform the stress state from shear plane to sample and then to crystal frame; iii. Resolve the stresses into 12 slip systems using Eq. (4); iv. Assume a τ cr and identify the active slip systems exceeding that critical value of stress; v. Sum the all the active slip vectors to get the resultant slip vector; vi. Transform the resultant vector from crystal frame to sample frame; vii. The shear angle can then be found by first taking the inner product of the resultant vector with the cutting direction and cutting plane vector separately and then by the taking inverse tangent of resolved components in cutting direction and plane. A general method is preferred since the resultant vector could be a spatial vector and simply projecting would yield a spatial angle rather than shear angle defined in shear plane assumption. Taylor models determines the amount of strain along each of the five independently selected slip systems by minimizing the sum of internal work done in the crystal for the desired deformation. There are two inputs to the model: i. the deformation gradient, which has the effect of amount of strain, and the effect of rake angle; ii. Crystal orientation with respect to the direction of cutting.
The rate-insensitive methods posses an ambiguity problem in selecting the active slip systems. However, a unique solution can be found for the determination of Taylor factors or the amount of work, which is of our interest. Slip is a simple shear type of deformation in closed-pack planes at closed-pack directions in FCC metals [6, 7] . For the case of machining, the deformation gradient is the same as slip, simple shear. Hence, work minimization always boils down to the problem of finding the closed pack directions along in the nearest to machining shear direction. In the case of a non-symmetric deformation gradient with respect to crystal orientation, deformation is higher as more slip systems are activated. This shows the importance of this study over rate-sensitive methods since the relation between crystal orientation and work required is correlated with simplified relationships.
The shear angle and the shear stress at the shear plane is calculated by minimizing the crystallographic work in a range of possible shear angles for a given crystal orientation. The shear angle would be the one that yields the minimum amount of work among the possible range of 1-88°.
Shear-plane solution is assumed in the model in which the possible shearing of the workpiece occurs in a single plane. In plane strain orthogonal cutting, the deformation gradient (DG) in the shear plane (SP, shown in Fig. 1 ), consists of two parts: the shear-strain part (є) and the rotation part (Ω) with a superscript "shear" indicates the state belonging to the shear frame.
Taylor's model uses the symmetric part of the DG that is the strain part as an input only. The shear strain then has to be transformed from shear plane (SP) into workpiece coordinates or sample frame through an assumed shear angle of through the transformation g sh2samp .
Strain has to be transformed into crystal frame from sample frame via the transformation rule as shown above. For a given unit, cutting direction of [uvw] and cutting plane of (hkl), the passive transformation matrix, can be written as;
Similarly, the strain in the crystal, ε c , becomes;
The slip directions and corresponding slip planes for FCC metals are shown in the following table.
The work done on the crystal can be estimated by two means. One way is to compute work by the microscopic shear rates, Γ, on slip systems having slip resistances of τ c [4] . The other is the estimation of work in macroscopic perspective by multiplying the strain that the crystal is exposed to with the stress states that the crystal can posses during slip [5] .
The five slip systems must be independent from one another to result in a solution. According to Taylor, multiple slip deformation is carried out with five active slip systems among 12 possible ones for FCC metals. The sum of the diagonal components of strain vanish according to volume constancy assumption during deformation. Hence, one dependency on six unknown components of symmetric strain tensor are removed, yielding five unknowns to be determined overall. A five-by-five coefficient matrix is formed to find five unknowns of strain for five slip systems. If there is dependency among the selected five slip systems, then a unique solution cannot be determined. The determinant of the coefficient matrix will be zero if there is any dependency among slip systems among 792 combinations.
The active slip systems during deformation will be the ones that yield the minimum through Eq. (14) .
In general, if there is symmetry between the orientation of the crystal and the deformation gradient, there is more than one minimum solution. The reason for this is the shear becoming zero for some of the slip of the five systems among minimum work solutions. The slip system with zero slip can be any alternative among the 12 that is independent from the other previously selected slip systems. Hence, ambiguity arises for symmetric orientations for machining.
Taylor factor (M) is a measure of the crystal for a given orientation and deformation. It is the ratio of the applied stress to critical resolved shear stress. The τ c term in Eq. (13) could be taken outside the summation, assuming both equal the amount of shear stress requirement to activate the slip systems and equal hardening for each of the 12 slip systems.
For machining, the work done by the slip deformation is equivalent to the work done on the shear plane (2 vm ¼ γ 2 and σ=τ shear ). The Taylor factor then becomes;
The macroscopic work done is only at the shear plane according to shear-plane assumption;
The shear stress on the shear plane, τ shear , can be related to the Taylor factor through macroscopic to microscopic work equality.
Making an assumption for the normal stress at the shear plane being as one-third of the hardness (H), the specific energy of cut (K sp cut ) can be estimated [26] . The cutting force (Fc) can be calculated with knowing both shear angle and shear and normal stresses at the shear plane. Specific energy of cutting is the amount of energy required to cut a unit of material (d: depth of cut, w: width of cut). It should be noted that friction and rake angles could also be included in the cutting force definition.
where shear area is
Rearranging the terms, the specific energy becomes
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To estimate the specific energy by minimizing the sum in Eq. (15) , the shear angle first has to be found over a range of possible angles. The shear stress on the shear plane changes proportionally with the Taylor factor (Eq. 18) since critical resolved shear stress is assumed to be a constant. Knowing the shear angle and corresponding minimum Taylor factor, specific energy of cutting can be estimated.
Up to this point, the model is parallel with Lee and Zhou's work [16] . Apart from the presented work, they used texture softening factor (TSF) as a means of finding a unique solution among possible solutions. TSF is based on the fact that the crystal would rotate in the direction that the multiplication of net rotation and the Taylor factor change with respect to initial orientation is smallest. In general, it appears to be in the directions where the Taylor factor change is negative, called "softening". This second-order minimization makes sense and is useful in determining textures formed in rolling where the crystal is free to rotate in any direction. However, it is not suitable for machining, because rotation, the skew-symmetric part of the deformation gradient, is already defined in the machining process as given in Eq. (3) . In other words, the crystal is not free to rotate in any direction where TSF is minimum, rather, the crystal is forced to be rotated in a specific direction. Besides, in their work, according to their notation, TSF is supposed to be a second-order tensor rather than a scalar, since the derivative with respect to the second-order tensor yields another second-order tensor by definition.
In addition to TSF, they have used effective Taylor factor (M eff ) as a means of compensating the drop in shear strain as the shear angle diverges from 45°, an amount of ψ similar to Merchant's principle. The value of the shear strain given to the crystal increases with cos 2ψ. Since shear strain is independent of the shear angle (see Fig. 2 ), there is no need to compensate for the shear strain. On the other hand, the possible low-shear-angle solutions experimentally observed during machining single crystals are eliminated.
In this paper, the change of Taylor factor (dM) is used to explain chip formation behavior during machining and is calculated through the rotation part of the imposed deformation gradient on the shear plane. The Taylor factor before the rotation of the crystal and after the rotation is estimated and the difference is used to calculate the change (dM). Actually, it is based on the assumption that all the rotation of the lamella is elastic, forming a texture rather than being plastic, since the crystal orientation does not change with plastic deformation. This change could be used to explain the hardening or softening behavior during single lamella formation.
Crystal orientation has a significant effect on the specific energy of a cut for certain orientations in which deformation is not aligned with one of the closed-pack directions. To illustrate this fact, shear strength is shown for various orientations in Euler space including the symmetric ones. In order to set an orientation, Bunge angles of 0≤ 1 ≤2π, 0≤ θ ≤π, 0≤ 2 ≤2π are used that are rotations about Z, X', Z", respectively.
Results and discussion
Turning and orthogonal planing of single-crystal samples is studied such that the angle around TD is varied and TD is a common crystallographic direction like in many of the experiments done in literature [18-22, 24, 29, 31] .
Orthogonal planing in an orientation such that TD being in the [001] direction is shown in Fig. 3 with closed-pack directions and closed-pack planes. The crystallographic slip is a simple shear type of deformation just as is the shearing deformation at shear plane for machining.
The Taylor factor is found to be a constant when machining a crystal as shown in Fig. 4 . The reason for this is that there is always a closed-pack direction (CPD) aligned with the deformation gradient for this cutting orientation. As mentioned previously, the shear angle is chosen as the one that yields minimum amount of work. For each orientation, it is the same since the minimum occurs along the closed-pack direction and there is always one closed-pack direction in between the shear angles of 1°a nd 88°. By looking at the shear angle plots in Fig. 5 , the change of shear angles with the change in orientation can easily be correlated. The shear angle is the same angle between CD and the 110 closed-pack vector in the crystal, so, as the crystal rotates, the shear angle changes and makes a big jump until the angle between CPD and CD exceeds 90°, after which another CPD shows up and takes care of The difference in forces when planing about the [001] direction can be explained with the changes in specific energy. Due to large jumps in shear angle from 0°to 90°, the specific energy value becomes quite large (Eq. 23) and makes cutting forces higher when cutting CD is in the [110] direction. The specific energy is lowest when the CD is selected as [100] directions.
The dM plots give information about the hardening or softening behavior during chip formation. In addition, it could be used to explain the very low shear angles observed during machining single crystals. The negative values indicate ease in chip formation. During machining, the shear angle becomes lower with the aid of friction. In this case, the actual shear angle could even then become the one with higher Taylor factor, which demands higher work but with a softening rate. This can be used to explain the ease in chip formation when CD is in the [100] direction, whereas fractured discontinuous chip are formed when CD is in the [110] direction [30] .
Friction lowers the shear angle and raises the Taylor factor ( Fig. 5 ). Higher Taylor factors belong to the orientations where the deformation is carried out activating more number of slip systems. A four-fold symmetry is observed in cutting with friction in agreement with experimental observations for this orientation [8, 9] .
As the orientation becomes more symmetric, the Taylor factor plot becomes smoother because of the higher availability in the number of slip systems. The same analysis is performed for TD being in the [110] direction and the results are shown in Fig. 6 . Two sets of equally stressed slip systems become active during the deformation. Around the [110] direction, the Taylor factor remains constant but the shear angle varies due to switching from one couple of slip systems to another. The specific energy does not seem to be symmetric but the difference in peaks is due to the division of small numerical differences becoming amplified by near-zero shear angles (Eq. 21). At smaller values of specific energies, the resultant pattern is symmetric. The dM plot shows no symmetry and it is noisy because of the uniqueness problem introduced with the Taylor method that yields many alternative solutions. It could be the same reason of the noisy (or large fluctuations in) shear angle and force results in the model of Lee and coworkers.
Similarly, the Taylor factor variation and corresponding "dM" change is calculated for cutting around the (110) plane. Taylor factor again remains constant for every angle around the [110] direction, but the "dM" changes significantly, changing the nature of deformation. "dM" takes negative or positive values depending on the orientation.
Using the same method, orientation effects without friction for turning around the [100] axis is modeled. Note in turning that the cutting plane always remains constant, whereas the cutting direction changes direction during full revolution of the workpiece in contrast to planing [17] . The resulting Taylor factor variation over one revolution of the workpiece that is due to the change of crystal orientation is shown in Fig. 7 . Fluctuation of Taylor factor is rather remarkable since the orientation is no longer symmetric with respect to the input deformation gradient. The Taylor factors are estimated for every orientation using Euler angles for without friction case (Fig. 8 ). This orientation plots could be used for any orthogonal machining case, not only for planing but also for turning for a given CD and CP, by the method shown in the previous section to find orientation angles. Each point on the surface belongs to a co-latitude ( 1 ) and longitude (Φ) specified by two Euler angles. The other angle ( 2 ) represents the amount of rotation around the vector defined by the former two angles, which is kept constant against 1 and Φ.
The Taylor factor for the frictionless case has its maxima at the symmetric orientations. However, in the case minimums, the deformation gradient is symmetric with respect to the given orientation and the Taylor factor becomes minimum since the minimum number of slip systems are activated. In-between multiple slip orientations exist in which the deformation is not symmetric with any of the closed-pack directions. An interesting note could be for 2 being around 90°, the Taylor factor variation stabilizes and changes are very small compared to other orientations ( 2 =99.3°and 2 =74.5°). These orientations might be a b d c Fig. 7 Results for turning. a Taylor factor for a CP of (100). b Effective Taylor factor (provided for comparison with literature results [17] ) for a CP of (100). c Taylor factor for a CP of (110). d Effective Taylor factor (provided for comparison [17] ) for a CP of (110) chosen to have a stable cut to have smooth surfaces. Each orientation plot posses symmetry and strong dependence on the crystallography of the material being processed. The case with the friction is shown in Fig. 9 for the same half of the orientations of the case with the friction since the other half is symmetric. Taylor factor values increase on average when the case with friction is compared to the case without friction. This is due to the lower number of closedpack directions becoming available during cutting with the introduction of friction. The friction angle forces multipleslip deformation for some orientations, so it increases the crystallographic work done. In the case of friction for certain orientations, peaks appear, and the smooth distribution in the frictionless case no longer exists.
Summary and conclusions
The crystallographic effects on machining performance are investigated from a modeling point of view in this research. Apart from the literature, specific energy of cut is related to the Taylor factor and the usefulness of effective Taylor factor and texture softening factor is discussed. Orthogonal cutting, a plain strain case, is modeled by using the Taylor plasticity model. The solution becomes the closed-pack direction nearest the deformation gradient, since slip and machining deformation are of both simple shear type. Some important conclusions can be listed as follows:
-The Taylor factors and shear angles for TD being [100] is calculated. The deformation gradient is in line with the two closed-packed directions where slip deformation is also of the simple shear type. Therefore, the work done on the crystal is invariant of the rotation about [100]) as well as [110] . A four-fold symmetry is observed in the shear angles found for the TD being in [100] for the planing case like in the experiments of J. T. Black. -Again four-fold periodicity during planing can be observed with the introduction of friction angle to Taylor's crystal plasticity, causing more slip systems to become active. The differences get smaller as the plane of orthogonal cutting happening becomes more symmetric (100)→(110)→(111). -For turning operations, many slip systems are activated, leading to a higher amount of Taylor factor and so specific energies. -According to the Taylor-based model, the shear angle
can have values as high as 90°, which is not reasonable. Hence, the effect of friction has to be included in the model. This is achieved by selecting the result with next smallest work, but yielding a lower shear angle. It should be noted that the shear stress in this case varies. -The usefulness of effective Taylor for machining is questionable. It is used as a means of lowering the shear angle from 90°although, it does not allow very low shear angles that are experimentally observed. -The use of texture softening factor(TSF) in finding a unique solution is also questionable. TSF, through minimization of a second-order of work, used to tell which direction the crystal would rotate for a given orientation for rolling operation. In machining, however, the rotation part of the deformation gradient, Ω, is defined.
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